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Employment history
2019
2014–2018

Adjunct Lecturer
Lecturer
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Middle Tennessee State University
Murfreesboro, Tennessee

2011, 2013

Adjunct professor of astronomy and physics
Department of Physics, Computer Science, and Engineering
Christopher Newport University
Newport News, Virginia

2009–2013

Postdoctoral researcher
Employed by University of Manitoba, Winnipeg
Located at and partially funded by
Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Laboratory, Newport News, Virginia

2002–2009

Graduate research assistant
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

2001–2003

Graduate teaching assistant
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Education
2009

Doctor of philosophy
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Major in physics
Dissertation: “Parity violation in polarized cold neutron capture”

2001

Bachelor of science, summa cum laude
University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Major in physics; minors in astronomy and mathematics

Research experience
2009–present Measurement of the proton’s “weak charge”
The proton’s familiar electric charge controls its coupling to the electromagnetic field and to the photon. In addition, the proton has a
weak charge which governs its exchanges with the Z 0 boson, whose
value is sensitive to unknown short-range forces. The Qweak collaboration has performed the first-ever measurement of this quantity
by precisely measuring an asymmetry in the scattering of polarized
electrons from hydrogen. I was responsible for the construction and
operation of the Cherenkov electron detector array and was heavily
involved in data collection and analysis.
Relevant publications: 1, 5–6
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2003–present Weak neutral currents in proton-neutron capture
The NPDGamma experiment has measured the parity-violating asymmetry in the distribution of photons from the capture of polarized
neutrons on protons; this asymmetry probes the weak nucleon-nucleon
interaction. I contributed to the construction and operation of the
experiment at Los Alamos National Laboratory; to the analysis of
the data obtained there; to the redesign and relocation of the experiment to Oak Ridge National Laboratory; and to the operation of the
experiment’s second run at Oak Ridge.
Relevant publications: dissertation; publications 2, 4, 7–15.
2003–2009 Neutron transport simulations
Neutron beams are typically transported in guides, where neutrons
propagate by lossy geometric optics. I performed and contributed to
design simulations for proposed neutron beamlines at ORNL’s High
Flux Isotope Reactor and Spallation Neutron Source. I also performed measurements and accompanying simulations to characterize
the installed neutron guides at Flight Path 12 at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center and the Fundamental Neutron Physics Beamline
at Oak Ridge.
Relevant publications: 3, 4, 13, 16–17.
2002–2005 Neutron beta decay experiments at SNS
Beginning after 2015 the Spallation Neutron Source will house a spectrometer for measuring several angular correlations among the products of neutron beta decay; these correlations are sensitive to the
relative strengths of the vector and axial vector weak couplings. I
contributed to the preliminary design of the abBA spectrometer, including development for the combined electron-proton segmented detector and an implementation of an efficient algorithm for modeling
charged particle transport in strong combined electric and magnetic
fields.
Relevant publication: Desai et al. 2004

Technical skills
• Numerical analysis using Python / Numpy / Matplotlib; ROOT / C++; GNU Octave;
Gnuplot; Matlab; MS Excel and workalike spreadsheets; SQL to store and access moderatesized datasets (1M–100M records).
• Computer automation and scripting using Unix shells (sh / bash on Linux, MacOS,
Cygwin); Perl; Python; C / C++; Emacs Lisp. Code revision control via Git or Subversion.
Administration of small Unix / Linux farms.
• General laboratory skills including vacuum systems; cryogenic systems; temperature
monitoring and control; low- and high-voltage power distribution; designing, prototyping,
and troubleshooting of analog and digital circuits; computerized data acquisition; radiological monitoring and shielding; lasers and optics; engineered and administrative safety
systems.
• Particle detectors and associated techniques: Photodiodes / photomultipliers, bare
or coupled to radiators or scintillators. Gas ion chambers. Semiconductor detectors.
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High-gain, high-speed amplification for single-particle counting; moderate-gain, low-noise
amplification for continuous, high-precision measurements at high rates. Fast, modular
digital logic (NIM / CAMAC / VME). Oscilloscope wizardry. Communication and control
via Ethernet, RS232, etc.

Awards, Honors, and Affiliations
I am a member in good standing of
•
•
•
•
•

Phi Beta Kappa
Sigma Pi Sigma
American Physical Society
American Association of Physics Teachers
American Association for the Advancement of Science

I am especially proud of the following:
2014–2017

Board of Directors, Barnard-Seyfert Astronomical Society

2007–2009
2000–2003

Research fellow, UT/ORNL Joint Institute for Neutron Science
Research fellow, UT/ORNL Science Alliance.

2001

Douglas V. Roseberry Award: Distinguished Upper Class Physics Major
University Citation for Extraordinary Academic Achievement
University Citation for Extraordinary Professional Promise

1997

Bicentennial Scholar

2014–present
1993

Nashville Symphony Chorus
Distinguished West Virginian

Selected publications
Sorted by publication date, new papers first.
1. D. Androić et al. (Qweak collaboration). “Precision measurement of the weak charge of
the proton.” Nature 557, 207–211 (2018). doi:10.1038/s41586-018-0096-0.
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